PART I: ACCESS TO INFORMATION FROM WRITTEN TEXTS (70 points)

COLOR MATTERS
General comment: misuse of pronoun = deduct for L1 according to General Guidelines
6 out of 9 answers for khashad

1. [VB: ii] The subject of the study
2. [VB: iv] how
3. [He gives] the results / findings (of the experiment) // what the researchers found (out) // what was found & the effect(s) of (the) color(s) (of the computer screen) on (the participants') performance
4. [VB: ii] performance
5. [VB: i] gives an explanation of this information
6. To remember / Remembering a list of words & To find / Finding spelling mistakes
   * Accept in imperative form ('Find... Remember...')
7. [We learn why it] is relaxing / has a calming effect / results in a general feeling of calmness & makes us / people more creative / helps creativity
8. [VB: ii] Prof. B’s study only focused on red and blue
   [VB: vi] Different people may react differently to the same color

PART II: ACCESS TO INFORMATION FROM SPOKEN TEXTS (30 points)

For serious language error, 1 pt. off. No pts off for spelling.

GIVE AND TAKE

9. [VB: iii] save money
10. It is not organized (well) & It is hard to use (and other suitable phrasings)
11. [VB: iv] why it is popular
12. [BR and KP are... examples of websites where people can find only] one (kind / type of) product / thing / item
   * Accept: "books or toys"
   * NOT: books / toys as single word
13. [VB: ii] People who use them produce less garbage
14. [VB: iii] why more people should use the websites